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Abstract
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) is
known to outperform Phrase Based Sta-
tistical Machine Translation (PBSMT) for
resource rich language pairs but not for
resource poor ones. Transfer Learning
(Zoph et al., 2016) is a simple approach
in which we can simply initialize an NMT
model (child model) for a resource poor
language pair using a previously trained
model (parent model) for a resource rich
language pair where the target languages
are the same. This paper explores how dif-
ferent choices of parent models affect the
performance of child models. We empiri-
cally show that using a parent model with
the source language falling in the same or
linguistically similar language family as
the source language of the child model is
the best.
1 Introduction
One of the most attractive features of Neural Ma-
chine Translation (NMT) (Bahdanau et al., 2015;
Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014) is that it
is possible to train an end to end system without
the need to deal with word alignments, phrase ta-
bles and complicated decoding algorithms which
are a characteristic of Phrase Based Statistical Ma-
chine Translation (PBSMT) systems (Koehn et al.,
2003). It is reported that NMT works better than
PBSMT only when there is an abundance of paral-
lel corpora. In the case of low resource languages
like Hausa, vanilla NMT is either worse than or
comparable to PBSMT (Zoph et al., 2016). How-
ever, it is possible to use a previously trained X-Y
model (parent model; X-Y being the resource rich
language pair where X and Y represent the source
and target languages respectively) to initialize the
parameters of a Z-Y model (child model; Z-Y
being the resource poor language pair) leading
to significant improvements (Zoph et al., 2016)
for the latter. This paper is about an empirical
study of transfer learning for NMT for low re-
source languages. Our main focus is on trans-
lation to English for the following low resource
languages: Hausa, Uzbek, Marathi, Malayalam,
Punjabi, Malayalam, Kazakh, Luxembourgish, Ja-
vanese and Sundanese. Our main contribution
is that we empirically (and exhaustively; within
reason) show that using a resource rich language
pair in which the source language is linguistically
closer to the source language of the resource poor
pair is much better than other choices of language
pairs.
2 Related Work
Transfer learning for NMT (Zoph et al., 2016) is
an approach where previously trained NMT mod-
els for French and German to English (resource
rich pairs) were used to initialize models for
Hausa, Uzbek, Spanish to English (resource poor
pairs). They showed that French-English as a par-
ent model was better than German-English when
trying to improve the Spanish-English translation
quality (since Spanish is linguistically closer to
French than German) but they did not conduct
an exhaustive investigation for multiple language
pairs. In this paper we extend this work to explore
how language relatedness impacts transfer learn-
ing.
3 Overview of Transfer Learning
Refer to Figure 1 for an overview of the method. It
is essentially the same as described in (Zoph et al.,
2016) where we learn a model (parent model) for
a resource rich language pair (Hindi-English) and
use it to initialize the model (child model) for
the resource poor pair (Marathi-English). Hence-
forth the source languages of the parent model and282
child models will be known as parent and child
languages respectively and the corresponding lan-
guage pairs will be known as the parent and child
language pairs respectively. The target language
vocabulary (English) should be the same for both
the parent and the child models. Following the
originally proposed method we focused on freez-
ing1 (by setting gradients to zero) the decoder em-
beddings and softmax layers when learning child
models since they represent the majority of the de-
coder parameter space. This method can easily be
applied in cases where we wish to use the X-Y pair
to help the Z-Y pair where Y is usually English.
4 Experimental Settings
All of our experiments were performed using an
encoder-decoder NMT system with attention for
the various baselines and transfer learning exper-
iments. We used an in house NMT system de-
veloped using the Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2015)
framework so as to exploit multiple GPUs to speed
up training. To ensure replicability we use the
same NMT model design as in the original work
(Zoph et al., 2016). In order to enable infinite
vocabulary we use the word piece model (WPM)
(Schuster and Nakajima, 2012) as a segmentation
model which is closely related to the Byte Pair En-
coding (BPE) based segmentation approach (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016). We evaluate our models us-
ing the standard BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
metric2 on the detokenized translations of the test
set. However we report the only the difference
between the BLEU scores of the transferred and
the baseline models since our focus is not on the
BLEU scores themselves but rather the improve-
ment by using transfer learning and on observing
the language relatedness phenomenon. Baseline
models are simply ones trained from scratch by
initializing the model parameters with random val-
ues.
4.1 Languages
The set of parent languages (and abbreviations) we
considered is: Hindi (Hi), Indonesian (Id), Turk-
ish (Tr), Russian (Ru), German (De) and French
(Fr). The set of child languages (and abbrevi-
ations) consists of: Luxembourgish (Lb), Hausa
(Ha), Somali (So), Malayalam (Ml), Punjabi (Pa),
1We also tried experiments where we froze the decoder
LSTM layers as well but we omit the results for brevity.
2This is computed by the multi-bleu.pl script, which can
be downloaded from the public implementation of Moses
(Koehn et al., 2007).
Group Languages
European French, German,
Luxembourgish
Slavic Russian
Afro-Asiatic Hausa, Somali
Turkic Turkish, Uzbek, Kazakh
Austronesian Indonesian, Javanese,
Sundanese
Indian Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi,
Malayalam
Table 1: Language Groups in Experiments
Marathi (Mr), Uzbek (Uz), Javanese (Jw), Kaza-
kah (Kk) and Sundanese (Su). Table 1 groups the
languages into language families. For each child
model we try around 3 to 4 parent models out of
which one is mostly learned from a linguistically
close parent language pair. The source languages
vary but the target language is always English.
Since there are no standard training sets for many
of these language pairs, we use parallel data auto-
matically mined from the web using an in-house
crawler. For evaluation, we use a set of 9K En-
glish sentences collected from the web and trans-
lated by humans into each of the source languages
mentioned above. Each sentence has one reference
translation. We use 5K sentences for evaluation
and the rest form the development set.
To give a rough idea of the corpora sizes consider
the WMT14 dataset for German-English which
contains around 5M lines of parallel corpora for
training. The child language pair corpora sizes
vary from being one decimal order of magnitude
smaller to one decimal order of magnitude larger
than the WMT14 German-English corpus. How-
ever the parent language pair corpora are two to
three decimal orders of magnitude larger than the
aforementioned dataset. From left to right, the
languages above are ordered according to the size
of their corpora with the leftmost being the one
with the smallest dataset. Since these datasets are
mined from the open web they represent a realis-
tic scenario and hence it should be evident that the
child language pairs are truly resource poor.
Our choice of languages was influenced by two
factors:
• a. We wanted to replicate the basic transfer
learning results (Zoph et al., 2016) and hence
chose French, German for Hausa and Uzbek.
• b. We wanted to compare the effects of using
parent languages belonging to the same lan-283
Figure 1: Transfer Learning for Low Resource Languages
guage family as the child languages (Hindi
for Marathi) as opposed to unrelated parent
languages (German for Marathi).
4.2 Settings
Following the aforementioned factors influencing
our language choices we conducted our experi-
ments in two stages as below:
• Exhaustive experimentation on 6 child lan-
guages (Hausa, Uzbek, Marathi, Malay-
alam, Punjabi and Somali) by using 4 par-
ent languages (French, German, Russian and
Hindi). This was done in order to verify
whether there is any language relatedness
phenomenon worth exploring or not. Based
on these experiments we proposed a hypoth-
esis that a parent language from the same or
a closely related language family should be
a lot more helpful than any other parent lan-
guage.
• Opportunistic experimentation on 4 child lan-
guages (Kazakh, Javanese, Sundanese and
Luxembourgish) by using 3 parent languages
out of which one is from the same language
family and the other two are from another
language family. Turkish being the related
language for Kazakh, German for Luxem-
bourgish and Indonesian for Javanese and
Sundanese.
The model and training details are the same as that
in the original work (Zoph et al., 2016) but follow-
ing are some specific settings:
• Model parts frozen (only when doing transfer
learning): softmax and decoder embeddings
layers (Decoder LSTMs were retrained)
• Embeddings: 512 nodes
• LSTM: 4 layers, 512 nodes output
• Attention: 512 nodes hidden layer
Child ParentFr De Hi Ru
Ha +2.85 +2.17 +2.03 +2.99
Uz +0.12 +0.22 +0.46 +0.34
Mr -1.62 -0.38 +0.57* -0.55
Ml +1.31 +1.89 +2.80* +1.45
Pa +0.80 +0.67 +2.41* +0.69
So +3.17 +2.69 +2.26 +2.89
Table 2: BLEU deltas for Exhaustive experimen-
tation
• WPM vocabulary size: 16k (separate models
for source and target)
• Batch size: 128
• Training steps: 5M
• Optimization algorithms: Adam for 60k iter-
ations followed by SGD
• Annealing: Starts at 2M iterations followed
by halving learning rate every 200k iterations
• Choosing the best model: Evaluate saved
checkpoints on the development set and se-
lect checkpoint with best BLEU.
Note that the target language (English) vocabulary
is same for all settings and the WPM is learned
on the English side of the French-English corpus
since it is the largest one amongst all our pairs. We
deliberately chose this since we wished to main-
tain the same target side vocabulary for all our
experiments (both baseline and transfer) for fair
comparison. The parent source vocabulary (and
hence embeddings) is randomly mapped to child
source vocabulary since it was shown that NMT is
less sensitive to it (Zoph et al., 2016).284
Child ParentDe Hi Tr Id
Kk +0.21 +0.40 +0.48 -
Jw +1.10 +0.44 - +2.47*
Su -0.13 +0.41 - +1.10*
Lb +8.58* +6.44 +6.01 -
Table 3: BLEU deltas for Opportunistic experi-
mentation
5 Results
Refer to Table 2 for the results of the exhaus-
tive experimentation round and Table 3 for those
of the opportunistic experimentation round. As
mentioned before we only report the difference
between the BLEU scores of the transferred and
the baseline model. Entries in bold indicate the
parent-child pair that performed the best amongst
others. Furthermore, entries that have an “*" mark
represent the parent-child pair with a BLEU dif-
ference that is statistically significant compared to
the BLEU difference of other parent-child pairs.
5.1 Observations
One thing that stood out during the exhaustive ex-
perimentation phase (Table 2) is that Hindi as a
parent language led to better gains (from +0.57 to
+2.8) for all Indian languages as opposed to gains
(-1.62 to +1.89) due to other parents. In the case of
Marathi all other parent languages led to degrada-
tion in performance and Punjabi gained the most
(+2.41) from Hindi as a parent where as the gains
due to the others were at most +0.8. It makes sense
that Punjabi being the closest language (linguisti-
cally speaking) to Hindi would gain the most fol-
lowed by Marathi. It is also important to note that
amongst all parent languages Hindi had the least
amount of data and French had the most. This led
us to believe that beyond a certain amount the size
of the training data is not the real factor behind the
gains observed due to transfer learning. Amongst
the child languages Uzbek and Marathi were the
most resource abundant ones and hence the gains
to the transfer learning (less than 1 BLEU point)
are notable only in cases where the baseline sys-
tems are not that strong.
Following this we decided to verify our hypoth-
esis that: “A parent language from the same (or
linguistically similar) language family as the child
language will have a larger impact on transfer
learning." From Table 3 it can be seen that this
hypothesis is mostly true. The gain (+8.58) in
the case of German as a parent for Luxembour-
gish is quite striking since the latter is known to
be closely related to the former. Moreover us-
ing German gives an additional improvement of
around 2 BLEU points over other parents. Indone-
sian, Javanese and Sundanese are close to each
other in the same way that Punjabi is similar to
Hindi. Thus Indonesian as a parent gives around 1
to 2 BLEU improvement for these language pairs
over when other parents are chosen. Indonesian,
Javanese and Sundanese use the same script but
Hindi and Punjabi do not. In spite of this Hindi
still acts as a better parent as compared to the
others which means that the NMT system does
learn certain grammatical features which provide
the child models with a good prior when trans-
ferring the parameters. Finally, Kazakh received
maximum benefit when using Turkish as a parent
but the baseline model for Kazakh was too strong
and thus it is difficult to draw any proper conclu-
sion in this case since Hindi as a parent helped al-
most as much. We did try a scenario where Turk-
ish was used as a parent for Uzbek (not in the ta-
bles) but failed to see any particular improvement
over when other parents are used but it should be
noted that, linguistically speaking, Turkish is a lot
closer to Kazakh than it is to Uzbek.
Although we do not give details here due to lack of
space transfer learning helps cut down the training
time by more than half in most cases since more
than half the model is already pre-trained.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
We presented our work on an empirical study of
language relatedness for transfer learning in Neu-
ral Machine Translation. We showed that in gen-
eral, transfer learning done on a X-Y language pair
to Z-Y language pair has maximum impact when
Z-Y is resource scarce and when X and Z fall in
the same or linguistically similar language fam-
ily. We did exhaustive experimentation to vali-
date our hypothesis and it stands to be true in most
cases. In the future we would like to experiment
with transfer learning where we use Spanish as a
parent for Italian with a slight modification where
we force the Spanish vocabulary to resemble Ital-
ian by applying a segmentation mechanism (like
BPE or WPM) trained on Italian to Spanish. This
should help exploit cognates between closely re-
lated languages.
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